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On October 11th 2022, in collaboration with DIW, the Climate Change Center-ITB organized an 

international webinar entitled The Role of Government and Private Sector in Climate-Energy Policies 

Towards the Indonesian NDC Target. The webinar aims to share and elaborate information among key 

stakeholders regarding the connections of climate-related policies with the role of government and 

private sector in climate change mitigation from a renewable energy sector perspective to achieve the 

NDC and NZE targets. More than 120 participants joined the webinar via zoom and Climate Change 

Center-ITB YouTube Channel. 

The webinar began with keynote speeches from the Head of CCC-ITB, followed by presentations by 

speakers from the Director General of New Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation-The Ministry 

of Energy and Mineral Resources, The DIW member, Vice President of Exploration & Subsurface 

Engineering for Supreme Energy, National Energy Council member, Director of Climate Change 

Mitigation- The Ministry of Environment and Forestry and CCC-ITB SNAPFI team member. Advisory 

board member of the CCC-ITB SNAPFI team and Director of Climate Ambition led the discussion in the 

last session. 

Climate governance in the energy sector, Clarity of Indonesia's policy and strategy on NDC and NZE 

targets in the energy sector including the National Energy Policy (KEN) and the Presidential Regulation 

112/2022 on the Acceleration of Renewable Energy Development for Electricity Supply, The role and 

challenges of the private sector in achieving NDC targets, and the focus of GoI in COP 27 on achieving 

the NDC and NZE targets become points of discussion in the webinar. 

Regarding the Private Sector’s Roles in Climate-Energy Policies Towards the Indonesian NDC Target, 

CCC-ITB found that the interaction between the government and the private sector should be 

strengthened to achieve NDC by 2030 and transition to NZE by 2060. Three main conditions remain 

vital in implementing the proposed policy instruments: the converging agenda setting towards RE in 

energy policymaking, galvanizing the role and structure of DEN, and the enhancement of BPDLH as 

the environmental fund manager in Indonesia. Overall, this webinar also aims to discover how is a 

climate governance model appropriately developed for Indonesia’s energy sector, particularly 



regarding issues on the coal dilemma and energy trilemma, informality in energy governance, and 

investment in NRE development. 


